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Abstract— In this paper, we describe modeling and control
techniques for a real-world series-elastic actuated 1D hopping
robot. There is an abundance of work regarding the implemen-
tation of highly simplified hopper models, with the hopes of
extracting fundamental control ideas for running and hopping
robots. However, real-world systems unfortunately cannot be
accurately described by such simple models, as real actuators
have their own dynamics including additional inertia and non-
linear frictional losses. Therefore, an important step towards
demonstrating high controllability and robustness to real-world,
uneven terrain is in providing accurate higher-order hybrid
models of real-world hopper dynamics. Implementing feedback
based control for series-elastic actuators is difficult when the
actuator has real dynamics, as the input variable does not
instantaneously change the leg length acceleration. In addition
to providing analytically exact feed-forward based control, we
also provide an interesting method for regulating apex heights
by extending the method of feedback linearization to a higher
order. Motivated by actual hardware, our work here addresses
1D modeling and control of the real-world dynamics of a
hopper designed for energy efficiency, with the eventual goal
of developing robust and agile control for 2D and 3D hoppers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hopping robots, aka hoppers, are useful hybrid systems
for studying methods by which legged robots can navigate
and select footholds on intermittent, rough terrain, and they
also have obvious potential for both fast and energy effi-
cient locomotion. Bridging the gap between highly idealized
spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) models and higher-
order, lossy, real-world dynamics of hopping robots remains
an open question. This work aims to facilitate application
of approximate, closed-form planning and control solutions
for hopper models to real-world robots. Two control imple-
mentations are considered, an analytically exact feed-forward
energy-based solution, and a feedback method based on an
extension of Feedback Linearization to a higher order.

Using compliant springs as energy storage devices for
legged locomotion is a concept that has been extensively
studied [1], and has lead to the application of the spring-
loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model, which is a simplis-
tic model that is used to help describe the dynamics of many
legged animals and legged robots, and most particularly, of
hopping robots. Much work has been done in the area of
legged locomotion utilizing SLIP [2] [3] due to its mod-
eling simplicity. Studying the behavior of a single leg and
extending this to multiple legs has been shown to be effective
[4] and has lead to the development of many hopping and
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Fig. 1. (a) Hopper B, (b) Hopper C, and (c) schematic for hopper model,
which is essentially a large leg, where L represents the length from the
ground to the bottom of the leg. The system is actuated by a series elastic
actuator La, which compresses the spring from the opposite end.

other leg-actuated robots, including well-known work led by
Raibert [5]. One of the main difficulties in modeling a 2D
hopper with SLIP is the inability to find a complete analytical
solution. Analytical solutions are particularly desirable to
have in real-time control due to their ease of implementation
and fast processing times. Approximating SLIP solutions has
been an active area of study [6] [7] [8], and many of these
methods focus on simplification of system models that have
dynamics importantly different from those of a real hopping
robot. Operation of actual hardware ultimately requires leg
placement on irregularly spaced footholds on potentially
rough terrain [9], and for this to be achieved, accurate state
tracking is desirable. An important step in achieving this
is regulation of total energy (i.e., hopping height) on rough
terrain, most particularly when the ground is modeled as an
unknown height disturbance on a per-step basis.

We have two primary goals in creating and validating
an analytic model for a real-world hopper. First, our group
is developing improved closed-form approximations for the
step-to-step dynamics of planar hopping [12], [11], toward
computationally fast planning with a limited, noisy looka-
head on rough terrain. We note that achieving a closed-form
solution for the full dynamics of a 2D hopper is not likely,
as this does not yet exist even for more idealized hopper



models; however, we anticipate our analytic 1D solution will
improve our closed-form step-to-step approximations of (2D
and 3D) real-world hopper dynamics significantly. Second,
accurate planning for 2D and 3D hoppers requires good feed-
forward control; since contact with the ground is brief (e.g.,
less than 0.25 sec), control should potentially use elements
of both feed-forward and feedback, however implementing
feedback controllers for series-elastic actuators as a function
of desired leg compression is a challenging problem due to
the inability to instantaneously control the leg acceleration,
which is set by the length of the series spring element. In
addition to providing an analytic feed-forward controller,
we also provide a method for directly controlling the leg
compression via an extension of feedback linearization.

We have developed two vertically constrained hoppers [10]
and are in the process of developing a 2D hopper on a
boom. Fig. 1 shows the two vertical hoppers, Hopper B and
Hopper C, along with the schematic used for modeling their
dynamics. Each robot has an actuator in series with a spring
to allow the addition of energy in the stance phase. Leg
actuation is achieved via a ball screw driving a metal plate
for Hopper B and by a cable-pulley network for Hopper C.
Inclusion of actuator dynamics is important when modeling
a realistic hopper. Consider Fig. 2, which shows Hopper C’s
response for the largest current step input deliverable by our
system for a brief time. This illustrates the physical limits of
our real hopper, where it is clear the maximum velocity of the
actuator is limited. Due to these limitations, the assumption
that length of the leg can be set either instantaneously or with
constant acceleration for desired stance phase trajectories is
not valid. Compression to a desired value during stance is
clearly subject to important dynamic effects, as verified on
the actual hardware in Fig. 3, where in fact the actuator is still
undergoing compression when the stance phase has ended.
Additionally, simply including only linear (viscous) damp-
ing terms is not sufficient; non-linear Coulombic frictional
effects must be estimated as well to have an accurate model.
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Fig. 2. Considering a maximum current input step response of the Hopper C
hardware illustrates the limitations of real actuators in that the maximum
acceleration and velocity is bounded.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

Fig. 3. Compression cycles during stance phase for steady-state operation
of the Hopper C hardware. In the data above, x1 = La and x2 =
max((L0−L), 0), which represents spring compression. It is clear that the
spring compression has both dynamics for the actuated and passive variable.

II we define the hybrid model of the system, and Section III
then presents two control algorithms for regulating desired
apex heights on rough terrain: the first based on feed-
forward control, and a second method extending Feedback
Linearization to the jounce of the leg. Lastly, Section IV
presents results for a simulation study that considers apex
tracking robustness of the two methods under the assumption
that identified frictional terms used by the controllers are
incorrect.

II. HYBRID SYSTEM MODEL

In this section we develop a hybrid model for our hopper
system seen in Fig. 1, using the framework presented in
[13]. The system can be described in a flight phase and a
stance phase. As real world actuators have significant sources
of both linear and nonlinear friction, we choose to model
our system’s losses using both linear damping and non-
linear Coulomb friction. It can be shown using a Lagrangian
approach that the dynamics of the stance phase are

G1 = L̈a =
1

me
(k(L−La−L0−c)−b1L̇a−γu)−f1sign(L̇a)

(1)

G2 = L̈ =
1

ms
(k(La−L+L0+c)−b2L̇−msg)−f2sign(L̇)

(2)
Where L represents the vertical leg length, interpreted as
spring compression during stance phase and vertical height
during flight phase. La represents the series elastic actuator
that moves positively to provide spring compression. The
variables k, c,ms,me, g represent the spring constant, spring
pre-load, sprung mass, effective actuator mass, and gravity
constant respectively. The loss coefficients of the system are
b1, b2, f1, f2 and γ converts the input current u into input
force to the actuated system.

We define our hybrid system as H(C,D, F, J). Our
state variable is defined as X = [Z q w]T , with Z =



[x1 x2 x3 x4] = [La L L̇a L̇]. q and w are binary flags
indicating, respectively, if the hopper is in stance and if the
actuator length is strictly positive. The flow map F is written
as:

ẋ1 = x3

ẋ2 = x4

ẋ3 = w(G1 − q
k

meff
(x2 − L0))

ẋ4 = G2 − q(G2 + g)

q̇ = 0

ẇ = 0

(3)

with flow set
C = {Z ∈ <4 : x1 ≥ 0, x2 6= L0, (q, w) ∈ {0, 1}}.
The jump map J is written as a function of three jump set
conditions:

D1 = {Z ∈ <4 : x2 = L0, (q, w) ∈ {0, 1}}
D2 = {Z ∈ <4 : x1 ≤ 0, w = 1, q ∈ {0, 1}}

D3 = {Z ∈ <4 : G1 > 0, w = 0, q ∈ {0, 1}}}
(4)

x+1 = x1

x+2 = x2

x+3 =

{
x3 if D1 or D3

0 if D2

x+4 =

{
x4(1− mf

ms+mf
) if D1

x4 if D2 or D3

q+ =

{
1− q if D1

q if D2 or D3

w+ =

{
w if D1

1− w if D2 or D3

(5)

with jump set D =
⋃

iDi.
The logic variable q is 0 during stance and 1 during flight,

and allows us to subtract out the dynamics that are not
present during the flight phase. The transition between stance
and flight phase is captured in D1, and energy (e.g., velocity)
is lost both at touch-down and take-off due to the unsprung
mass of the robot, denoted mf . The logic variable w is used
to enforce the boundary condition on the actuator variable
La, in that for all time La ≥ 0 is a physical limit. w is
1 when La > 0 and 0 otherwise, and can only toggle on
when G1 > 0, which represents when the actuator begins
to move positively to compress the spring. Figure 4 shows
the progression of state L of the 1D hopper hybrid dynamics
during an unactuated drop simulation.

The validity of studying this model to gain insight to our
hardware is confirmed in two ways. First, we performed
system identification experiments to identify the parameters
in Equations 1 and 2. Actual experimental data compared
with simulation results for both a step response of La and
a non-actuated drop of L are shown on Fig. 5. Additionally,
the map of achievable next apex heights as a function of
current apex height was determined both experimentally for
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Fig. 4. The hybrid system is simulated using the HyEQ Simulation toolbox
[14], and above shows the jump transitions at take-off and touch-down for
an unactuated drop response. The system enters flight phase at take-off, and
enters stance phase at touch-down. The axis into the page indicates when
jumps occur.

the Hopper C robot and analytically using the state equations,
as shown in Fig. 6. These data show the reachability of
the hopper, where the bottom curve represents a drop with
no actuation, and the top curve represents the approximate
maximum compression possible, where La is intentionally
limited to within 1-2cm of bottoming out experimentally. The
new model correctly captures the behavior of the bounding
line, although some error is still present, likely due to errors
in the identified frictional terms.
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Fig. 5. Step response and drop test data, to verify system identification
results of Hopper C using the proposed model. In the data above, La = x1
and L = x2. Coulombic friction effects on body height x2 (bottom) are
clearly present, as indicated by the approximately triangular decay envelope.

III. CONTROL TECHNIQUES FOR APEX REGULATION

This section presents two methods for regulating desired
apex heights at each step, in the presence of small rough
terrain. For this work, full state estimation is assumed, the
collision with the ground is assumed to be detectable at each
step, and all actuation occurs during the stance phase.
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Fig. 6. Current apex to next apex reachability map for Hopper C, where
the blue line and red markers represent experimental data, and the cyan
dashed line and magenta markers represent analytical calculations.

A. Energy-Based Feed-Forward Control

One of the advantages of modeling a 1D Hopper is that
an analytical solution exists and can be determined exactly.
Thus, at touchdown a trajectory can be generated based
on initial conditions that characterizes the states of the
system for all future time. The solution generated in this
paper follows from two statements. Statement A: The input
current is a step change. A new solution can be generated
from any point given new initial conditions and current step
magnitude. Statement B: If L̇a does not remain positive in
sign during the stance phase, the equations must be broken
up into N additional pieces, where N is the number of times
L̇a crosses the zero-axis. That is to say that the dynamics are
piecewise-linear, and therefore by using a Laplace Transform
technique we generate

L(t) = A+Bt+ Ce−at +De−bt + Ee−ct (6)

L̇(t) = B − aCe−at − bDe−bt − cEe−ct (7)

La(t) = Â+B̂t+Ĉe−at+D̂e−bt+Êe−ct+ F̂ e−dt+Ĝe−et

(8)
L̇a(t) = B̂−aĈe−at−bD̂e−bt−cÊe−ct−dF̂ e−dt−eĜe−et

(9)
Where all the various coefficients, A ,B,C,D,E; Â,...,Ĝ, and
a,...,e are determined from partial fraction decomposition. To
construct a feed-forward controller towards the purpose of
regulating apex heights, we consider the total energy of the
system. The energy of L is given by

UL =

∫
msL̈dL. (10)

Using Eq. 2, this can be expressed as

UL =

∫
(k(−L+ L0 + c)−msg)L̈dt+ Udelta (11)

where

Udelta = f2(L0 − L) +
∫
b2L̇

2 dt+

∫
kLaL̇dt (12)

Using the analytical solutions (6) - (9), Udelta can be
computed exactly over all time; it represents the sum of
all energy loss terms, along with the energy added by the
actuator. With these equations, we can calculate exactly what
apex heights the system model will reach over all time, given
initial conditions entering the first stance phase.

Results for a simulation with 3 Amps of actuation applied
are shown in Fig. 7. The Analytical Energy Delta (AED)
(solid magenta) is precomputed using (12), and correctly
equals the sum of kinetic and potential energy over time.
Both the friction terms and the unsprung mass at the foot
account for significant energy loss at each successive hop,
and thus actuation is needed to introduce additional energy
into the system, for either stochastic, height-varying terrain
or for steady-state hopping or flat ground. To maintain the
energy level of the original hopper height, we can of course
use our equations for the AED to find the magnitude of
current needed to achieve this.
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Fig. 7. System energy during an actuated simulation. Note energy is added
via the U-shaded dips between the flat plateaus of the ballistic phase.

Using the analytic equation for the AED seen in (12), the
system energy at the end of the stance phase, including all
loss and additive terms, can be characterized as a function
of apex heights. This is the basis for our feed-forward (FF)
controller, which is simple to implement. At the instant after
touchdown, the energy level of the system is computed by

Etd =
1

2
msL̇

2 (13)

If a height disturbance is present, the disturbance energy is
computed as

Edist =
1

2
msg|yground − L| (14)

The AED is then computed for the end of the stance
phase as Edelta(uFF ), and the controller selects current step
magnitude uFF to minimize

J = |Edelta(uFF )− (msghdes − Etd − Edist)| (15)

where hdes is the desired next apex height. With perfect state
estimation and correctly identified parameters this method



can achieve near-perfect performance on reasonable terrain
levels. Results for a simulation implementation of this control
method are shown in Fig. 10.

B. Extended Feedback Linearization

This section discusses a more direct feedback method
for regulating apex heights. The reasons to develop such a
method are (1) typically using only feed-forward methods
will result in significant errors from parameter mismatch
and (2) analytical solutions for more general 2D hopping
systems are sometimes impossible to calculate and difficult
to estimate. Therefore, we desire a control strategy that lets
us directly control the position of L using u. This entails
having a feedback controller that enforces references on L̇
such that its value at take-off results in a desired energy level.

We start by considering the equation for the stance dy-
namics of the leg length, seen in Eq. 2. We would like
to use u to directly control L as it is our real actuator
input variable, since La has real dynamics. Since u does
not have instantaneous effect on L̈, in order to cancel
out the linear and non-linear dynamics of the system and
implement a control law we must do it for a higher order.
To accomplish this we use Extended Feedback Linearization
(EFL) that works by linearizing a higher derivative order
than acceleration. In this case, we must take two additional
derivatives for our control variable to instantaneously have
effect, thus we construct the 4th derivative of L, aka the
jounce (or snap), as:

...
L =

d

dt
G2(Z) = −b2G2(Z)−

k

ms
(L̇− L̇a)

....
L =

d

dt

...
L = βL(Z)u+ εL(Z)

(16)

Where βL and εL are functions of the state Z = [La L L̇a L̇].
Next we define our control law as:

uEFL =
1

βL
(−εL + vL) (17)

With

vL = v1 + v2

v1 = Kp(Lref − L) +Kd(L̇ref − L̇)
v2 = Kdd(L̈ref − L̈) +Kddd(

...
Lref −

...
L)

(18)

Since we increased the order of the derivative the feedback
linearization is acting on by two, we now require four total
poles in the controller dynamics. This in itself is an open
problem with many solutions. One option for setting the
controller gains is to first select a dominant pole-pair with
natural frequency ωn and damping ratio ζ, and then set a
significantly faster decay rate for the two remaining, real-
valued poles, p3 and p4. For a chosen set of wn, ζ, p3, p4,
the gains are:

Kp = p3p4w
2
n

Kd = (p3 + p4)w
2
n + 2p3p4ζwn

Kdd = w2
n + 2ζ(p3 + p4)wn + p3p4

Kddd = p3 + p4 + 2ζwn

(19)

Additionally, we require both references and estimates
of the acceleration and jerk of the system, which can be
calculating by using Eqs. 2 and 16. Utilizing this control
method for the purpose of apex regulation involves designing
compatible stance phase trajectories such that the terminating
value of L̇, e.g. the take-off velocity, is set corresponding to
a desired energy level similar to that of Eq. 13. Obviously
designing optimal trajectories and using optimal controller
gains will yield the maximum performance, however for
this work we consider simple strategies for the purpose of
demonstrating the control method and comparing it with
the presented feed-forward control. Therefore, we generate
the stance phase trajectories used in this work by simply
using simulation generated curves that the system naturally
would like to follow for a given current step, and picking
the terminating velocity to match our desired apex height.
We also remove any non-linearities in the acceleration and
jerk of L present due to Coulombic friction by considering
trajectories generated from a model with linear damping
that is roughly equivalent in terms of energy dissipation.
An example of chosen trajectories and controller tracking
performance is shown on Fig. 8. The trajectories shown in
Fig. 8 correspond to the response of the system to a current
input of 6 amps. The actuator current usage for the EFL
strategy for these trajectories is shown in Fig. 9. Although
the maximum required current is slightly higher, the average
current used during the stance phase is only 5.94 amps,
which is slightly smaller but essentially identical to the power
requirements for the FF strategy.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for the described EFL controller, showing the
controller’s ability to track references on L using the series elastic actuator
La with reasonable error. Apex regulation can be achieved by designing
trajectories with desired terminating values of L̇, which sets the systems
energy at the beginning of the flight phase. The trajectories generated are
that which the system would follow given a current step of 6 amps.

IV. SIMULATION ROBUSTNESS STUDY

A simulation study for implementation of the two control
methods discussed was conducted using the HyEQ Hybrid
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Systems simulation framework [14]. The maximum actuator
output allowed in these experiments was saturated at 20
amps, which corresponds to the limitations of our actual
hardware.
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Fig. 10. Above shows the chosen apex height trajectory to perform
simulation studies on the FF control method. The cyan line shows the desired
references, with achieved apexes marked by red X’s, with the terrain level
plotted on top of the leg’s natural length L0 shown in green. The tracking
accuracy shown is the “base” performance with the controller using correct
parameters that match the system dynamics, which is near perfect when
using feed-forward control with accurate parameters.

Often when performing system identification of real sys-
tems, the frictional terms can be the most difficult to deter-
mine precisely; therefore, it is of particular interest to study
control results when the parameters used by the controller
do not match those of the real system. In this study, we
assume the true dynamics of the system are those presented
in Section II, and vary the frictional values assumed by the
controller to study how these errors effect performance of
apex tracking.
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Fig. 11. Above shows the chosen apex height trajectory to perform
simulation studies on the EFL control method. The tracking accuracy shown
is the “base” performance with the controller using correct parameters
that match the system dynamics. With perfect parameter identification, the
accuracy of this method is slightly less than the FF strategy, although some
accuracy could be improved by controller gain and trajectory optimization.

L0 0.534 m Natural leg length
me 8.11 kg Eff. actuator mass
ms 8.475 kg Total sprung mass
mf 0.95 kg Unsprung mass
k 2,389 N/m Spring constant
c 0.01 m Spring pre-load
γ 51.1 N/A Actuator constant
b1 3.333 Ns/m Act. lin. friction
f1 1.59 N Act. coulomb friction
b2 1.18 Ns/m L lin. friction
f2 1.03 N L coulomb friction
ωn, ζ, p3, p4 10, 0.8, 75, 100 EFL gain parameters
[f1,min, f1,max] [ 0, 3.18 ] Iteration range 1
[b1,min, b1,max] [ 0, 33.3 ] Iteration range 2
[f2,min, f2,max] [ 0, 2.06 ] Iteration range 3
[b2,min, b2,max] [ 0, 5.89 ] Iteration range 4

TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATION STUDY

To conduct the simulation study, we define a range of
controller frictional values to iterate over as [f1,min, f1,max],
[b1,min, b1,max], [f2,min, f2,max], and [b2,min, b2,max]. These
represent the values seen in Eqs 1 and 2 that each controller
will use. We intentionally search over a larger range for
the linear damping terms to illustrate the result of using
linear damping only for the controller. The controllers are
commanded to track a base apex height trajectory for each
parameter, and the total squared error (SSE) is recorded by
summing squared apex height clearance off ground errors
for every desired apex in each trial. The parameters used to
conduct the simulation study are shown in Table I, and are the
parameters obtained from system identification experiments
of the real hardware.

We use a base trajectory of apex heights we would like
the system to follow for these studies. The apex heights were
selected to span a reasonable amount of the reachable states
seen in Fig. 6, and the ground level is also slightly varied



on a step-to-step basis in order to simulate minor rough
terrain. Simulation results for both control methods for the
designed experiment are shown in Figures 10 and 11. With
correct parameters, the feed-forward method has negligible
error, while the EFL method has some small tracking error.
This error is due to non-optimized pole locations for the
linearizing controller, as well as non-optimized switching
trajectories for changing step heights; however, these errors
are small enough to compare and study the results of both
controllers to parameter variation. For reference, the SSE for
the FF implementation using correct parameters is 0.12, and
the average apex error (AE) was 0.007. In contrast, the EFL
has SSE 2.13 and AE 0.038 with correct parameters. This
is not surprising, as with perfect parameter estimation it is
expected that feed-forward methods will be more accurate.
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parameters and (2) for apex regulation, attempting the approximate the
system with only linear frictional terms will result in roughly five times
more total error compared to correctly modeling the coulombic terms.
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Fig. 13. Results for variation of the identified passive (L) frictional terms
used by the feed-forward controller. The results are very similar to those
seen for the actuated frictional term experiment.

The range of variation was intentionally chosen very
aggressively to illustrate the differences between the two
controllers. Results for the simulation study are shown in
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Fig. 14. Results for variation of the identified actuator (La) frictional terms
used by the EFL controller. Compared to the results of the feed-forward
implementation we make two observations (1) the surface is significantly
more scattered due to the feedback gains and (2) while the EFL performance
using the correct parameters is worse than the FF controller’s results, the
controller’s robustness to the variation of these frictional parameters is
significantly better than that of the FF controller, with a very small variance
in SSE compared to the FF implementation.
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Fig. 15. Results for variation of the identified passive (L) frictional terms
used by the EFL controller. The results are very similar to those seen for
the actuated frictional term experiment, with very little error variation using
the EFL strategy, however exhibiting a larger minimum error.

Figures 12 - 15. As expected, the feed-forward controller
performs poorly when the controller parameters do not match
the system dynamics. While the minimum error is indeed
when using the true parameters, other points with reasonably
small error do exist. These represent cases when the friction
and damping terms are identified incorrectly, but the total
sum of their effect on energy loss is approximately the same.
One example of this is highlighted as a red dot on Fig. 14,
in which case the controller uses f1 = 0 and b1 = 7.346,
meaning the model is assumed by the controller to have only
linear damping terms. This still results in a reasonable SSE.
However, we note this error is still nearly five times larger
than correctly modeling the non-linear friction, emphasizes
the importance of including friction in the model.

The EFL implementation performs significantly better than
feed-forward does when the parameters are incorrect. It is not



surprising that it performs better, since it is a feedback con-
troller. In fact, the SSE only increases by roughly 40% over
the same range of parameter mismatch that the feed-forward
method exhibits large enough error that the controller would
likely be unusable. We lastly consider combining the two
control methods in an effort to preserve the accuracy of the
FF method and the robustness of the EFL method, thus we
construct a new control law that combines both controllers
seen in Eqs. 15 and 17 as:

u = uFF + uEFL (20)

Results for this strategy are seen in Fig. 16, and indeed
this control strategy does capture the qualities of both the
developed feed-forward and extended feedback linearization
controller, exhibiting a quite reasonable base SSE of 0.33,
which translates to an average apex error (AE) of approxi-
mately 0.01.
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Fig. 16. Results for variation of the identified actuator (La) for the
proposed combined FF and EFL control strategy. This strategy maintains
the robustness to frictional parameter variation of the EFL strategy while
having significantly improved base performance.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented modeling and control techniques mo-
tivated by actual hardware for a 1D series-elastic hopper
to achieve accurate state tracking on uneven terrain. For
practical hopping robots, actuators have real limits that must
be modeled for state tracking to work well with feed-forward
control methods. For closed-form approximations of step-
to-step dynamics, we argue such models are essential for
both higher-level planning and low-level feed-forward and
feedback control.

The inclusion of both viscous damping and Coulombic
friction in our hopper model increases model accuracy
significantly and improves control results. Achieving good
tracking is enhanced by having an accurate forward model,
which for this system is provided by complete analytic
expressions. We provide an extended feedback linearization
based control method that can accurately track references
directly on L and remain reasonably accurate on rough
terrain. Ultimately, having a good, closed-form model for

a real-world, series-elastic, vertically constrained hopper is
an important step toward future development of robust and
energy efficient 2D and 3D hopping robots.
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